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In the 1930s, the Fashion Review Service offered a broad collection of advertising spots to small
clothing and shops that had simply no  This quantity reproduces a huge selection of illustrations
from issues of that now-uncommon periodical. The cuts provided an accurate depiction of the
latest fashion trends?items shown are stylish dresses, suits, evening dresses, coats, loungewear,
fur stoles, totes, lingerie, jewelry, and hats for women;artwork staffs of their very own.An instant
source of period charm for designers, these illustrations may also be of great value to students
of style and costume history. Among the hemline lengths, usage of fur trims, sleek silhouettes,
lapel widths, plus much more. men's matches, slacks, beachwear, jackets, ties, shoes and boots,
and pajamas; and a variety of playclothes and special-occasion clothes for infants, small
children, and teens. A "must-possess" for graphic performers looking for genuine fashions of the
1930s, this assortment of more than 470 illustrations depicts, in sharp and easy-to-reproduce
details, formal and casual put on for adults and kids of all ages.
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Best for most general purposes Great book, great illustrations. I'm a big lover of vintage. The
illustrations are very clear to provide you with a good idea of the general lines of the period.. I
believe it belongs atlanta divorce attorneys design library.! LOTS of Fashion suggestions from
the 1930s plenty of reference material quite nice not my favorite The book is as described, but
the majority of the renderings are a bit amateurish. Somewhat disappointing but nonetheless it
gets the style theme across. I expected a . design dream This book is quite helpful when
performing research for costume design. I had not been very impressed because of it. Dover
generally delivers! This is a fine publication of 1930s fashion images. A gread Dover fashion book
What is it possible to say in regards to a Dover book? not really a how-to.. I loved it images
helped me with my project great pic plenty of examples reminded me of my mother era saw
several varieties of grandmother Five Stars Very nice item, better still than pictured. Cost was
very low and that was all it is worthy of. It is exactly as described - a assortment of fashion
illustrations; Good buy. I'm a big enthusiast of vintage. Not great Cheap cost and I got what I
payed for... In the event that you only need a general idea of the styles of the period, it's a good
source. I expected a bit more from the book but it was just okay - I could get a small inspired
fromv a few of the pics. .. Nevertheless, if you need more detail on a reasonably specific year or
couple of years, or are trying to figure out how to reproduce these fashions, this book won't help.
Terrific reference for those thinking about history, fashion, and the 1930s particularly.
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